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Jumping to mainstream Walmart+ content is here to help make it easier every day. Your comments help us improve Walmart purchases for millions of customers. Walmart+ is here to help make it easier every day. Search product result Your comments help us improve Walmart purchases for millions of
customers. Walmart+ is here to help make it easier every day. Kent BicyclesGifting note: Ships in the manufacturer's original packaging, which can reveal the contents. About this element Our goal is to show accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here,
and we haven't verified it. Experience cycling in a completely new way with the Kent 27.5 MTB Electric Bike in Black / Red. This 8-speed pedal assistance bike has an aluminum frame and this stylish ride will take you to where you need to go easily. It also has front and rear disc brakes. This e-bike comes
with a battery (capacity of 10.4Ah) and charger. With the help of our LED screen, you can choose the comfortable speed for you with three modes of assistance. Be able to pedal to the desire of your heart as you get where you need to go quickly with the 36v 350 watt engine! This e-bike is perfect to make
your morning commute or leisure bike easier and more relaxing. No more effort to ride long distances when you have Kent Mountain Bike Electric Bike! Kent 27.5 x 2.10 Electric Mountain Bike: 27.5 x 2.10 Tire Size 36V 350 Watt Motor Pedal Assist Activation Double Wall Alloy Aluminum Wheels Low Foot
On Mountain Bike Frame with Semi Integrated Battery Design 8 Shimano Speed Changer front style and rear disc brakes mounted LED Digital Controls Panel 10.4 amp removable hour Samsung Lithion Ion battery (Charger plug included) Battery charging time: 5 hours Running time: 1h and 20 minutes,
20-25 miles (varies depending on various factors, including: pedal speed, terrain, weather conditions, etc.) Shimano Tourney 8-Speed Posterior Derailleur Color: Black/Red for Height Sizes 5'6 and Up Age Group: 14 and Up Weight Maximum: 250 pounds For questions or comments, contact our customer
service line: Toll-Free / 800-451-KENT (5368) Phone / 800-4 51-KENT (5368) Phone / 973-434-8181 Fax / 973-434-8189 Email / service@kent.bike GenderMaleManufacturerKent International IncAge Range14 yearsWatts350 WattsPrice per unit UOMEachContained Battery TypeLithium IonColor
CategoryRed, BlackContained Battery TypeLithium IonMultipack Quantity1 Speed Number8Form92804BrandKent BikesModel92804Bicycle Wheel Diameter27.5SportBicyclingFrame MaterialAluminumVolts36 Customer Ratings50Maximum Weight250 lbsPPU Unit Quantity1.0 000 EachAge
GroupAdultBicycle Tire Size27.5UPC016751928043ProductKent Electric Pedal Assist Mountain Bike , 27.5 Wheels, Black E-bikeIs Assembly RequiredYMaterialAluminumManufacturer Part Number92804ColorBlack,RedBicycle TypeMountain BikesContains BikesContains Product Weight53 lbsValued
Product Dimensions (L x W x H) 56.60 x 9.80 x 30.70 InchesE-Bike Owner Manual AppendumI have mounted my Ebike Kent about 20 miles on some hills and rail routes. I am satisfied with the solid feeling and power it produces. I spent a young boy on a high-dollar bike pedalling down a long hill. He
seemed surprised as he passed effortlessly. Useful? May 9 2020Only had the bike a couple of weeks and the rain has been limited to riding twelve miles. But these miles have been an absolute delight in this Kent E-Bike. I'll probably enjoy it even more once I read the User Manual. Until that happens, I'll
keep learning while I ride. Useful? This is the best purchase I've ever made. I'm an older/ tall person and it fits me perfectly. I use my bike every day. The pedal assistance is impressive and very powerful. Ideal for these long sloping hills. I can explore more now with the help of my e bike. I LOVE IT!!!
Useful? Perfect walk. I love the pedal assistance function. It came almost entirely mounted. Just one question: the seat is very uncomfortable. Useful? December 29, 2019Just got this bike a week ago. It is very well built bike brakes work well. The battery is only 10.4 A, not state 11.4 in your ad. I'm 6 feet
200 pounds that fit pretty well on the bike. Running in low-power mode my range has averaged about 29 miles on flat ground. The switch to medium or high power drains the battery quite quickly. The handlebars are aluminum the displacor is Shimano. I can't confirm but the engine is 350 W. However, it
doesn't seem to sneak under my weight. My biggest concern is replacement batteries. I can't confirm that the batteries are as said. The battery pack says Reeninton on it. I'd like to have a second backup battery. Bike mount is all aluminum, but the bike is still heavy and 50+ pounds. Pink is a good matte
black bonus usually good was missing near the top of the battery. Welding is bulky but solid and consistent. In general, this bike seems to be a very good value for money. However, I subtracted a point due to the lack of a replacement battery and poor support from the manufacturers' website. The bike
doesn't even appear on its website. Useful? Client Q&amp;&amp;; AGet specific details about this product from the customers who own it. It has an accelerator or Pure-Electric mode. by AbhayMay 31, 20201 Reply1. Yes, he has an accelerator. Useful?1 JefferyJune Response 26, 20200 Replies00
Replies If you wanted to put an acceleration control on this bike it is possible for RandyMay 6, 20200 Responses About our prices We are committed to low prices every day, in everything. So if you find a current lowest price from an online retailer on an identical product and in stock, tell us and we'll
match it. See more details atOnline Price Match. webapp branch FLEXOR works very well bike purchases in big box stores like WALMART, have changed significantly you don't get staff on the more approach. What is obtained is immediate return/exchange policies. We are told that if you return a bike to
WALMART, the bike ends up in the shredder because it is expensive to send it back to CHINA. We have in our 3rd edition of flexor, 1st that caught our attention as KENT Bikes, did its research and knows what attracts customers to its products. This bike is based on a specific set of engineering
guidelines and will work as expected. However, for the price in the current market we have to hope that the techniques of cost reduction and mass assembly, are where KENT BIKES, has great benefits. We also support other reviewers here at this WALMART customer forum, comments; everything they
have commented on is true. Our 1st, FLEXOR, suffered a broken chain after minutes in the mountainous terrain. Having no idea what to do we brought the FLEXOR, back to WALMART, and flexor, was instantly replaced by another plant model. Now our collective mindset began to invest time in bicycle
mechanics and bicycle tradition as renewed memories trained in our children's bike adventures began to recharge and renewed in our minds. But the 2nd FLEXOR, had some welding point defects in the rear derailer cable management system, was poorly angled and the chrome cable stay was not sitting
properly at the welding point of the cable stop in the frame. Secondly, the rear wheel had wheel game and the assembler or someone responsible did not adequately tighten the rear wheel game. This was somehow unacceptable was cause to bring the second FLEXOR, back to another branch of
WALMART. This time we were determined to forget the FLEXOR, and the up-spend at the Mountain Bike Market. But to what extent was the spending going the rant in our minds as we headed to walmart's local branch? A conspiracy theory floated before our eyes as we approached the store thinking
they're selling a low-priced bike, but it has flaws because it frustrates you and you spend a little more, nice theory huh? But just one theory. Forward and forward 3rd iteration of the flexor now robustly assembled, inspected and mounted on automatic bike rack we head to familiar land for additional and
safe inspection procedures that WALMART, cares about and will continue to give us FLEXORS, until something goes well or for 90 days that never comes first. It requires cable management instruction or we suggest you take this immediately to a bicycle mechanic, for general inspection, tuning, and
initial lubrication of all the necessary moving parts, and also to have the true wheels, which is a normal procedure and all for the mountain bike of thousands of dollars. You can continue your mechanical bike education, or rely on your bike shop to keep pedalling in happiness for a nominal maintenance
fee. We have bought a FREEWHEEL, socket for FLEXOR, which is PARK TOOL FR-1, you do not need a CHAINWRENCH, to dismantle the FREEWHEEL, which comes out of the steering wheel easily if leverage is used by adding a steel pipe length to your socket ratchet. We found very little front wheel
grease, and rear wheel mounts and so topped them both out. Lubricate our chain, Derailleur(s), and jockey wheels and we learned the terminology of the bike parts, pulled the wires and adjusted their tension. But that's part of regular maintenance as well or you can have your local bike mechanic help
with these tasks. Everything is fine now with flexor, and WALMART, we mount mountainous terrain in the forest and rehearsals in the city, as well as in the busy streets of urban centers. Due to the type of bike frame rests at an angle in the SUV, bike rack but is highly secured with additional web belts bike
per rack, rack in the car, and additional cable lock from the spare wheel center through bike and bike rack. We don't care if it's angled as long as it's secured on the bike rack. Riding the FLEXOR, it's more fun on slightly mountainous terrain and getting the gear selection up is a smart challenge because
you want to maintain the same pedaling pace as you go through gear changes without feeling the extreme burn of lactose in the thighs of great muscle effort while accumulating muscle tissue in the legs. Happy bike trials so you can enjoy your FLEXOR. THE FLEXOR.
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